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ABSTllt\CT 

Documentation and Computerization or Nigerian Museum Artifacts, 

involves the making and keeping of accurate records/ information about 

museum collections for effective management or object (arti racts), it 

requires that the objects manager sets out to record appropriate and accurate 

information about an object on its acquisition and comparative analysis. 

Object in collection have little or no u~~ of significance at all i I' there arc no 

accompanying used , who usc them and their role in the value systems or 

their society. 
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CHAPTER ()NE 

DOCUMENTATION AND C()MPUTERIZATION OF 
NIGERIAN MUSEUMS OBJECTS 

INTR()))UCTION 

Museums are repositories of the treasure or human race. The store 

and hold "In trust" the memory or this race which represent the 

world's peoples, their culture ~: , identity, aspirations, history and 

hopes in various forms including the material evidence. Museums 

are of various forms and shades and are classi fied by governing 

authorities, the area they serve, their audicnce, what they keep and 

how they present them. One thing every museum has in common 

with other museum is coll ection of artifacts. , 

Collections are assemblages of the collected materials evidence or 

man his environment and history of the past in the present engrossed 

in both cultures and natural expression in a museum acquired and 

preserved for the purpose their potential values. These materials 

evidences (objects, artifacts or relics) are the starting point of a 

museum, of its field and essential, of any activity of the museum. 

These collection of artifacts justify the museums as their kind and 

status are determined by these cJllections they of hole "in trust" . 



The right of holding or retentions or these collections in trust 

imposes on the museums a very long responsibility and challenges or 

managing these coll.ections properly so CI S not to compare their 

quality, care, sustainable development and tlse. CustodiClns, 

administrators and manager necessary strategies by which thoughtful 

utili~ation and exploitation are put to these collections ror the 

benefits of the generations unborn. 

One of the basic vital needs for the care or collections in museUlllS is 

the strategy for documentation, and ur course the eventual 

computerizatioll of the information structure documentation, that is 

to say that it should be a computerization - hased doculllentCltion . 

1.2 HISTORY OF COMl>UTER 

Computers are linked to a chain of calculation inventions that 

stretches backs to prehistoric times. Since the drawn of civilization, 

people have acquired information to aid them in their personal 

survival as well as their attempts to manage their organization. 

Early forms of business records were recorded on a clay tablet. 

Notations were made in forms of wet clay and placed in the sun to 

dry. These were bulky but acceptable in the absence of anything else. 
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As the rate of data rccording and information processing incrensec\, 

there was also a corresponding increase in knowledge in the 

development of method of processing data and producing 

information, which Clpparently brings to mind first, thc techniqucs 1'01' 

recording and communicating data. It WClS during this time tllCll the 

lirst calcuJating dev~ce began to appear as Cl result or volulllcs or 

members represented in transactions. It is valllClble to reconganize 

that that data processing functions were, and still remain basic, 

whether data are still processed manually or electronically m; it is 

today. 

One of the earliest calculating devices was the ABACUS. This was 

an ancient device used for 2000 years. ADDING MACIIINE by 

Blaise Pascal a 19 year old French mathematician and philosopher in 

1642 became used. In the 191h century Charles Babbage developed 

the ANALYTICAL ENGINE in ] 833 that performed any type of 

computation automatically. In 1830's Herman Hollerinth a stall of 

the United State Bureau device electrical tabulating equipment which 

. 
was used 111 gathering data for the 1890 Census called 

TABULATING MACHINE (Punched cards). In 1937 - 1944, 

Howard Aiken a professor of Harvard University used relays and 
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other electro machine anical device to produce the first computing 

machine that can be properly called digital because they provide 

digits of data. And also called MARK 1 digital computer. 

JUSTIFICATION FOR COMPUTERIZATION 

The Computerization of Museum collections (artifacts) has become 

necessary base on the followiilg: 

.1 VOLUME: Large volume of data as a result of constant collection 

of artifacts which takes time to proces~ manually can now be 

processed within the shortness time with the aid of computer. 

.2 SPEED: Computerization makes the documentation of objects 

(artifacts) easy and less cumbersome . 

. 3 REPETIVENESS: Objects in the Museum requires constant 

updating term as regards their con9ition, history of the object, 
I 

names, numbers, acquisition etc with the nid or computer, these 

information's are made easy . 

.4 SECURITY: Computerization now make improved the security of 

Museum collections (artifacts or objects) objects are easily retrieved 

in case of thief. 

3.5 ECONOMICAL: Economically computer has reduced the typing . 

and printing in the case of documentation. 

3.6 RECORD KEEPING: Accurate records and information about 

Museum collection as well as the management is easily access. 
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4 OBJECTIVE OF THIS STUDY 

The objective of this study is to produce rI systematic inventories nnd 

developing Museulll activities (collection, research , exhibitions, 

education programmes etc) by facilitating exchange of information's 

on collections and sharing of professional practices. The main rlim is 

to ensure a uniform standard system for all Museums in Nigeria and 

to keep accurate and proper records on their collection so as to ellsure 
". 

case of information exchange and retrieval Oil collections and sharing 

of professional ideas as well as practices between and among 

Museums. 

Standards of system have been developed so rlS to: 

I. Facilitate collections management by the increase Museums. 

2. Ensure the security of objects by an inventory of all the collections. 

This guideline help .to main information archive about the status of 

objects and provide necessary descrrptioll and evidence of ownship 

in the event of loss by any various means. 

3. Facilitate exchange between Museums as the guidelines provide an 

historic archive about the object. This maintains in formation and 

protect the long term value of data. 

4. Prepare the computerization of inventories and the documentation 

of collection by the standardized organization of information . 

5. Support physical and intellectual access to objects. That's helping 

to support access to objects themselves and necessary information 

about the object. 
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DOCUMENTATION PROCEDURES 

At the point of entry of an object into the Museum, it is inventori ed 

through accessioning ,by entering it into an accession register or day 

book. it is then assigned a permanent number and catalogued, It is 

this process that constitute documentations , I )ocumentation, therefore 

involves basically inventorying and cataloguing, 

INVENTORY 
,. 

Inventory involves development and keeping a li st of objects which 

consists of the basic collections management information about each 

object in a collection, including the detail that are essential 1'01' 

accountability and security while a "cataloguc" is a fuller record with 

additional details about the descriptive and historic significance of 

the object. 

CATALOGUING 
~ 

In cataloguing procedure of this standardized system, a group of 

documentation records (material-manual or computerized) of the 

object are created. The documentation record includes a series of 

different kinds of irformation about the objects. These district type of 

information are called "Fields". These selected fields are grouped 

according to their customary use in the Museums. 

I. OBJECT MANAGEMENT: This groups data necessary for the 

identification of the objects, their inventorying (registration), their 

localization and their control. 

2. OBJECT DESCRIPTION: This involves ~I deducted but consisted 

physical description of the object. 
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3. HISTORY OF THE OB.JECT: This groups all the information 

enabling the object to be placed in it socio -- cultural, geographical 

and chronological context and 

4. DOCUMENTATION: Contains the references to the bibliographic 

or other source contributing to further and greater knowledge or the 

object. 

6 TERMINOLOGY LISTS 

In the standardized system, for better usc or the documentation, a 

standard vocabulary bilsed on the terminology commonly used by the 

Museum expert have been created for use. The proposed terminology 

lists are of two kinds, the in-exhaustive and the closed lists: 

1. The first are not exhaustive and can be developed for each Museum or 
, 

updated even if the creation of lists common to all Museum is the 

ultimate goal. 

2. The closed lists contain the only vocabulary that can be used for 

recording and are vet;y vital in the framework of exchanges. 

6 ADOPTING THE STANDARDS 

I. The standards can be adopted in different ways depending on the size 

of the Museum collections and according to whether these collections 

are previously existing or are new acquisitions. 
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2. New standards IllllSt be adopted where there arc previously existing 

collections. This involves the transfer of the information registered on 

the former record to the new one in the propcr fields in the appropri<lte 

group heading. This exercise allows for all updating of thc prcvious 

information availa?le and its integration into the global organizational 

policy oftpe Museum through a unified and ~tructural classification. 

J. For new collection, ap inventory data is crcCl ted. This requires that 

each object or group of objects newly acquired be assigned minimal 

data in order to guarantee its security, cllabl ing its control and 

identification thus help Museum in their legal [md official acquisition . 

4. Each new acquisition must be given an inventory number which will 

be replaced by the 'object itself. The pll0tograph of the object must be 

made also. 

5. The documentation analysis of the new [lI1d old collection should be 

carry out in the presence of the object ( arti facts). Documentation l1lust 

be controlled and supervised by a specialist. 

6. The standards adopted in this way in the mallual form can be gabaged 

in a computer-based documentation system, which in itsel f IS a 

complex subject matter to be treated separately as it was its own 

objective and merits within the framework of information technology. 
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.7 OBJECT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE 

I.DEFINITION OF MANAGEMEMT FIELD 

There are twelve fields under management or obj ects. 

I. Name of the fi eld 

2. Definition of the content of the fi eld 

3. Details Qf the content of the field 

4. Details on the manner of recording the information. 

First in the catalogue card/form is the name of the institution 

doclimenting the object. The full name or the institution is entereu at 

the top of the form. This field is repeated automatically in each 

record. 

3. Then,there IS a space for the image/photograph which IS neatly 

fixed . 

4. OBJECT MANAGEMENT 

This' is one of the four groups earlier mentioned and consists twelve 

(12) fields. This series of field will allow you to specify the status 

and the location of the object. These are as follows: 

1. COUNTRY: This is the country where the object is located. Enter the 

full name and not the abbreviation. 
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2. lNSTITUTION WHERE THE OBJECT IS LOCATION: The 

name of the institution where the object or the specimen is currently 

located if the object is on loan to this institution, the name or the 

source should be recorded in the next field (i .e. 1.3 OWiler Institution 

Name) if the object is borrowed by another institution, the name of the 

borrower should be recorded here also. 

3. OWNERS INSTITUTION · NAME: This is the central body of the 

institution. "The full name of the institutioll and the name or the 

country where this institution IS located. In Nigeria, the owner 

institution name is National Commission for Museums and 

Monuments. 

4. DEPARTMENT OF THE MUSEM: The name of the directorate 

where the objects belong should be indicated since there are other 

departments like the Museums, Monuments and Research e.t.c. 

5. ACCESSION NUMBER: This is unique identification number of the , 

object or specimen assigned by the owner. These numbers is 

- fashioned or design by the institution to identify the object avai lable 

in the field for easy documentation. The number is marked or attached 

to the object or specimen. E.g. MN.96.1 .1 this number is only 

obtainable and also peculiar with National Museums Minna only for 

the purpose of documentation as well as identi fication. These numbers 

follows a serial pattern (serial)-e.g.- object No.1 MN.96.1.1, object 

No.2 MN.96.1.2 e.Lc. In the case of the object with more than one 
, 

elements. It is object No.lA MN.96.I.l, objects No.1 B MN.96.1.1. 

6. TYPE OF COLLECTION! State the type of collection, whether the 

object is from an ethnographic, archaeological, research, educational 

program collections e.t.c. 
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7. OLD ACCESSIO,N NUMBER: This is the number of any previous 

accessioning with relevant data that will help in the inventorying 

(documenting) of this new accessioning. 

8. ACQUISITION OR , ACCESSION METIIOD: Is the method by 

which an object entered the Museum whether as a permanent 

acquisition or as a long term loan if its purchased or donated by all 

individual. 

9. PRICE OF PURCHASE: If the method of acquisition IS by 

purchase, enter the amount or price of purchase, 

10. ACQUISITION 9R ACCESSION DATE: The date of acquisition 

or the date of accession is the date which the object was collected 

t)'om the field. I f there is no date given during acquisition, enter the 

date of which the object entered the Museum . 

It. SOURCE OF ACQUISITION (who did you get it from): I-low the 

object entered the institution, if it was by donation state the name of 
~ 

donor. If the object is on loan state it also. 

-12. PERMANENT LOCATION OF OBJECT: The precIse location 

inside or outside the Museum where object is normally located such 

as shelf in a showr~om or a showcase within the gallery. This is in the 

case of large Museums where you have Illuch numbers of object, to 

make research easy. The permanent location of the object is National 

Museum Minna. 

13. OBJECT DESCRIPTION: The val'lous tield under object 

description serves to describe the physical characteristic of the object. 

The roll of description in facilitating easy recovery in case of seizure 

and loss cannot be over emphasized. The accurate and detailed 

description of an object is not only essential but vital. 
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14. IMAGE: Image can be used to identify the objects one or more can 

be procured depending on the complexity () r the object. Record the 

reference number of the images, which may be a photograph , a 

drawing, or a digitalized image. Images <lre very importclllt in 

identification and recovery of stolen or si zed object. 

IS. OBJECT CATEGORY BY FORM OR FUNCTION: Thi s is the 

physical form or fun ction of the object. It st<ltes the use <lge of the 

object whether the obj ect is for cult, furniture , personnel Ortl:llllcnt or 

musical. 

16. OBJECT CATEGORY BY TECHNIQUE: Thi s refer to the 

technique or method use in the production of obj ect. This 

classification is intended to facilitate the grollPing and research object 

such as basketry , ceramic, carpentry , waving e.t. c . In the method of 

processing these objects, in the case of iron the method of production 

is by metallurgy - e.g. Spear. . 

17. OBJECT NAME: This is the cOlllmon name of the object. Thi s is 

different from the title of the object. In some cases the name of an 

object common name may be the same with the vernacular and titl e. 

18. VENACULAR NAME: This is the name indentiting the origin of an 

object. Vernacular 'name tells you whether an object is of Igbo origin, 

19a1a or Adamawa OI:igin. In case of seizure vernacular name helps in 

retrieving such object. 
, 

19. NAMES IN OTHER NIGERIA LANGUAGES: There are three 

major languages in Nigeria. The Igbo, Yoruba , Hausa. You can enter 

names of an object in these three languages. Example of object name 

like "stool". Vernacular:- 19bo- Och-ekwu, Yoruba- ljoko, ] lausa

Kujera. 
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20. TITLE: This refers to the title given to the oh.iect by the producer as 

distinct from the name. 

21. MATERIAL: This refers to the materials which the object is made 

of. The materials may be one or two, or even above two. E.g. /\ brass 

pipe. Kanuri from Brol1ll State was made or Brass and wood. So the 

materials in this case is 2. , . 

22. TECHNIQUE: This is the develop process. The formation to create 

the object and its decorative elements i r any. E.g. the process in the 

production of a spear from iron Illateri<ll is referred or called 

hammered e.t.c. 

23. DIMENSIONS: This involves the measurement of an object. The 

measurement ranges from Height,' Length, Width, Thickness, 

_. Diameter, Weight. 

24. PHYSICAL DESCR1PTION: This is the descriptive information of 

an object, what the object represent, the material and technique of the 

object. If the object is compose or several components. Any 

inscription or design on the object? This field is very important in the 

object management in the case of stolen object. The description 

together with the image (photograph) should enable someone to 

recognize the object. 

13 



25. CONTENT: Agreement, expression, meSSrlgc. E.g. a standing man 

with arms raised . I nstead or a man making gesture or adortltion . 
, 

26. INSCRIPTION: This invol 'es ny mark macle 011 the object by 

producer or owner for the purpose or identifi cat ion or allY inscription 

or mark recorded according to the internal pmct ices or the object. 

27. CONDIT ,ON OR STATE: This is assessment or object. It is the 

last in the field of object description, and it gives evaluation or the 

physical condition or object. It can indictlte either the original 

condition of the object on entry the Museum or its present condition. 

The op i ion is uS,ual described as good, fair or poor. 

14 



CHAPTER TWO 

LITERA TURE REVIEW 

2.1 DOCUMENTATION 

Documentation involves the making and keeping of accurate 

". 
records/information about Museum collections for effective 

management of an objec~ (artifact), it requires that the object 

manager sets out to record appropriate and accurate information 

about an object on its acquisition and thereafter through research and 

comparative analysis. Object in collection have little or no use or 

significance at all if there are no accompanying information as no 

where they come from, how they were maue and used, and who used 

them and their role in society. Museum is expected to gather this and 

other information accurately about their entire collections and 

properly keep them. 

2.2 ARTIFACTS, WORKS, AND AUTHORS 

Aristolle divided things into those that "exist by nature" and "products 

of art" or "artificial products" (Physics, Book II, 1926). Artifacts are 

contra,sted to natural object; they are product of human actions. 

Consequently an artifact has necessary a maker or an author. Using 
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the word 'author' in a somewhat generalized sense, we may thus 

adopt the principle. 

(AI) if an object is an artifact it has an author. 

It may be suggested that the maker of an arti fact need not be a human 

being. For example, in a recent experiment a New Caledonian crow 
" 

called Betty bent a pieces of straight wire into a hook and used it to 

lift a bucket containil~g food from a vertical pipe (Weir at el, 2002) 

Betty's hook many be regarded as a simple' artifact made for the 

purpose of gaining access to the food bucket. 

Experimental artifacts are unintended products of the experimenter's 

plans and action, but otherwise the werd is usually applied only to 

intended products not to a new objects whose existence is a result of 

an agents productive activity are artifacts. I f we may restrict the 

application of the expression 'author' and 'authorship' in a similar 

way, we may strength (AI) to CA2). An object is an artifact if and only 

if it has an author. 

According to CA2) an artifact and author are correlative concepts 

(Hipinen 1993, 150 - 157). It should be observed that (A2) allows the 

possibility that an artifact has 'more than one author, such object may 

be termed, "collective artifact". CA2) makes the concept of artifact 
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equivalent to that of work (as a product as opposed to activity) for 

example, according to (A2) all works of art. including musical and 

literary works, should be call "artifacts" in so far as they have authors. 

In aesthelics, the expression. artifact has been used in this wide sense 

when it has been argued, as some philosophers have done that works ,. 

of art are necessarily artifacts (Davies 1991, 120 - 141). Ontologically 

an artifact can be a concrete particular object such as the Eiffel Tower, 

a type (a type object) which has or can have many instances (for 

example, a paper chip or Nikolai Gogol's Dead souls) an instance of a 

type (a particular paper chip), or an abstract object. An artifact k md 

identified by a common de.scription or~concept can include several 

subtypes or species, for example, there are different paper chip types 

for which their authors (that is their inventors) obtained separate 

patents these fall under the more general artifact kind of 'paper chip'. 

Commonly used artifact used kind (pens, paper chip, computers e.Lc.) 

evolve over time as different authors and designers try to improve 

over time as different authors an earlier artifact types or adopt them to 

new condition and purposes .. (Petroski 1992a, 1992b) 

An object which is an artifact in a narrow sense is usually made from 

some pre-existing object or objects by successive intentional 
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modifications. This activity is called work. This feature of artifacts is 

reflected in the dictionary definition of an artifact as an object made 

by a human art and workshop an artifact product. The production of 

artifact can take different form in the simplest cases, for example in 

the case of Betty's hook, an artifact is made by modifying a natural 
". 

object or another artifact example, (apiece of metal wire) whereas 

complex altifacts are usually made by constructing them from parts 

which may be another artifacts or natural objects. 

When a person intends to make an object, his productive mention has 

to which determines the identify of the object and the criteria by 

which it can be distinguished from other objects (cf. Hilpinen 1992, 

61) for example, 'painting' and 'chair' are sorter 'descriptio < re 

(or red thing) is not. It is possible to give a definite answer to a 

question of how many chairs are there in a given room, but not to the 

question of how many red things are there in the room of as Gottlob 

Frege (1884/1953, 66) pointed out, the description 'red things does 

not identify objects in a determinate manner. Artifact kinds can be ' 

identify by count nouns (such as chair) or by mass terms (e.g. paper or 

whisky). Many "natural" language, {"<;necially their written forms, can 

be regarded as artifact. For example, the creation of new Norwegian 
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(Landsmal or Nynorsk) in the mid - 19th century was mainly due to 

the effort of the Norwegian poet Iran Aasen , who presented it as an 

alternative to official Norwegian's language of the time (Riksmal, 

Dano-Norwegian). According to condition (OEP), a person is an 

author of artifact only if the existence and the character of the arti fact ". 

depend on that person's productive intention. 

WORKS 

If we distinguish the concept of work from that of an arti fact, and say, 

for example, that an author can crest a work only by making some 

artifact (for example, to write a novel an author has to produce a 
~ 

manuscri pt). 

An object is an artifact in a narrow sense is usually made from some 

pre-existing object or objects by successive intentional modifications. 

This activity is called Work. The feature of artifacts is reflected in the 

dictionary definition of an artifact as an object "made by human alt 

and workshop, an artificial product". 

AUTHOR 

According to condition (DEP), a person is an author of an artifact only 

if the existence and the character of the artifact depend on that person's 
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productive intention. Such dependence admits of degree, thus it IS 

possible to distinguish degree of authorship. 

2.3 THE CHARACTERIZATION OF AH.TIFACT 

Artificial things can be characterized in terms of function and goal 

(Simon 1996, 5) and artifacts are often identify by sortal descriptions 

which refer to their intended function (e.g. 'hammer'). This is not in 

case of 'painting' artifact sortal which is not derived from the 

purpose or function of the object, but from the way in which it has 

been produced. An object which has been made for a purpose F may 

be termed 'an F-object' . The properties of an object can be divided 

into two classes 

-. t. Those relevant to the functioning of the object as an F-object and 

2. The properties irrelevant to the purpose F. 

The former properties may be termed the significant properties of the 

object (or its F-significant properties); they may also be called the 

"good making properties" of the object. For example the weight of a 

hammer is one of its significant features, but its colour usually not. 

In addition to an identifying (sortal) description F. The content of an 

author's productive intention includes the properties he regards as 
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significant for the purpose F. The intended character of an artifact is 

not simply a collection of predicated, but as a hierarchical structure. If 

an altifact as evaluated on the basis of its suitability for a certain 

purpose, its goodness is a form of what 0 .1-1 . Von ldright (1963,19-

22) has called instrumental goodness . .... 

Many artifact are characterized by means of their intended function 

and use, and some part of complete arti fact are arti facts (we might call 

the "sub artifacts") which have been designed to serve a certain 

function in a give p6nciple artifact. Simons and Dement (1996,264) 

have called such parts the functional components of an artifact. An 

author's productive intention is often expressed by the cognitive 

artifacts which show the character of the intended artifact and the way 

it should by constructed, example, a drawing, a diagram or a model of 

the artifact, together with a list of parts and material and a set of 

constructions (a precept) for the production process. Such 

representations are especially important in the case of collectively 

produced complex artifacts. They are necessary for successful 

communication among the authors of artifact and for the coordination 

of the productive actions. (Simon's and Dement 1996, 266 - 75) 
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2.4 THE EVALUATION OF ARTIFACT 

An author's productive activity may be eVclluated 011 the basis of the 

relationship among the intended character of all artifact. its nctual 

character, and a purpose F (Hilpinen 1995, 140) 

(E 1) The .... degrec of fit or agreement between the intended c1wrncter 

and the actual character of an object 

(E2) The degree of fit between the intended character of an object and 

the purpose F, ill other words, the suitability of all object of the 

intended kind for the purpose F. 

(E3) The degree of fit between the actual character of an ob.iect and 
, 

the purpose F that is the suitability of an artifnct for r. 

(El) determines whether an artifact is a success embodiment or the 

author's intentions, 

(E2) determines whether the character that the author intends to give 

to an artifact is suitable for the purpose F. and (E3) tells whether the 

author has successes in making an object that is infact suitable for the 

purpose F. The study of artifact (qua artifacts) is intrinsically 

evaluative, since viewing an object as artifact means viewing it in the 

light of intention and purposes. 
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If the author's productive activity is successful, the character or a 

completed artifact both depends on and degrees with his productive 

intentions so that the it can be regarded as em embodiment of these 

intentions. The actual character of an object does not agree with its 

intended ",.character, it is unsatisfactory from the author's point of 

view, and if the author ' s conception of an object does not agree with 

its intended character, the atiifact is subjectively unsatisfactory from 

the author's point of view. An object is an artifact made by an author 

only if satisfies some sortal description included in his productive 

intention. 

If an artifact has several authors, the Acceptance condition should be 

hold for at least one of them. According to the Acceptance condition, 

an object is an artifact only if its maker regards it as such. The 

success condition concerns the fit between the actual and the 

intended character of an object the Acceptance condition the fit 

between the authors conception of an object and its intended 

character. 

In some cases the satisfaction of the Acceptance condition is 

sufficient for the satisfaction of the success condition in the sense 

that if an author has produced an object with an intention to make an 
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object of kind K and has accepted it as K - object, it can not fail to a 

K - object. 

Randall Dipert's theory of artifacts includes the condition that an 

artifact should be intended by its author to be recognized as having 

been intentional modified for a certain purpose (Dipert 1993, 29- 31) 
.A 

An F - object can presumably be a good F - object only if its 

potential users recognize it as such. General recognizing a 

mechanical shark used in making an adventure film is an artifact, but 

its authors do not wish the audience to recognized it as stich. 

2.5 WORKS OF ART 

Artifactuality is often regarded as a det1ning characteristic of works 

of art (Stephen Davies 1991, 120 - 141). This is an essential 

condition in George Dickie's (1984, 63) analysis, according to which 

a work of arts is an "artifact of a kind creaked to be presented to an 

art world public". The condition of artfactuality is plausible only if 

the concept of the artifact is understood in a wide sense in which 

intentionally created events and processes (e:g. performance) and 

works which have instances (for example, musical and literary 

works) are regarded as artifacts. According to condition (A2) the 
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condition of arti factuality in the sense is equivalent to the 

requirement that a work of art should have an author if the 

expression 'artifact' is used in a sufficient wide sense, the condition 

of artifactuality clearly holds for art works, but if is equally obvious 

that not ~Jl the works of art .artifacts in the narrow sense of the word. 
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CHAPTEH. THREE 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

3.1 What is a System? i\ system form a general stance can be defined 

as collection of related components that interact to form a task in 

order to accomplish a goal it is built on individual element or building 

blocks each contributing to for an organized integrating entity . 

On the other hand, a system can be regarded as anything involving a 

collection of people, organization, hardware and software, user as well 

as communication setups. The all work together to provide solution to 

a problem. The features of good computer based system are: -

I. Component work together towards solving a particular 

problem which is the primary objective or the SystClll as a 

whole. 

11. Every system, no mat~cr how small contains sub systems. 

Each system is likely to be part or another large system just 

as it is likely to be divided into many sub-systems. 

111. Systems are made up or different component part that arc 

related and have definite interaction or interdependence. 
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IV. A change in one component produces change in other 

components. In all a good system must be correct, reliable, 

flexible, simple and clear and must be efficient. 

3.2 SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

System analysis involves detailed study of a proposed or existing 

system top determine the info'rmation requirements of the system. In 

other to make changes in any system. It is necessary to preview the 

system so as to ascertain among other things: 

a. What partes) of the system IS still performing to 

expected level. 

b. What part of the system lleeds to be maintained or re

organized so as to ensure improved performance. 

c. What part(s)· n'eeds to be completely removed and 

replaced by a better system. 

3.3 SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

This is concerned with the conversion of the objective of the 

management, as far as information and data are concerned, into a 

method that is amenable to processing by the computer. It is a link 

between management and s~ftware/hardware of computing. It is the 
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term used to describe the process of collecting and analyzing facts in 

respect of existing operations or procedures and systems in order to 

obtain full application of the prevailing situation, so that an effective 

computerized system is designed and implemented if proved feasible. 

It implies examination of each component part of a system both as ., 

separated entity and in relation to the whole. Hence system analy,sis 

and design can be define as the method of determining how best to 

use computer with other resources to perform task which meet the 

information need of an organization. 

3.4 SYStEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN CYCLE 

System analysis and design is a six-phase problem solving procedure 

for examining a system with a view to improving it. The six phases 

make up what is called the system development life cycle. The system 

development life cycle is defined as the step by step process that many 

organization follow during system analysis and design. The number of 

phases may vary, however, form one company to another, and even 

the . name of the process may be disparate (e.g. application 

development cycle system development cycle, structure development 

ljfe cycle). 
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J 

Still the general objective remain the same. 

1-----. Preliminary 
Investigation 

System Maintenance 

System Implementatiol 

System Development 

System Analys is 

System Design 

a. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION:- Conduct preliminary 

analysis, purpose alternative solution, and describe the cost 

benefit of each solution. Subnlit a preltmmary plan with 

recommendation. 

b. SYSTEM ANALYSIS:- Gather data, analyze the data, and make 

written report. 

c. SYSTEM DESIGN:- Make a preliminary design and then 

developed design, and train users. 

d. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT:- Acquire the hardware and 

software and test the systems. 

e. SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTATION:- Convert the 

hardware/software and files to the new system and train the users. 
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f. SYSTEM MAINT ANCE:- Audit the system request feedback 

for its users, and evaluate it periodically it should be noted that 

phases may often overlap; new one may start before the old one 

is finished. After the first four phases, management must decide 

whe~her to proceed to the next phase. USCI' input and review is a 

critical part of each phase. 

3.5 SYSTEM DESIGN 

System design is the study of the documentation prepared during 

system analysis, which determines the relationship in the proposed 

system. 

In designing a Documentation and Computerization of Nigerian 

Museums Artifacts is concerned with providing a store of information 

from that store when presented with a question. 

The proposed new system for Museum is a system that will use an 

ON-LINE processing method. The method is briefly explained 

below:-

ON-LINE PROCESSING 

Here the peripheral devices are indirect communication with the CPU 

(Central Processing Unit) and information reflecting current activities 
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and introduced into the system as soon as it occurs invariably, in the 

mode, the user is hooked directly to the CPU hence; he/she can 

interact with the computer at the control of the CPU. 

3.6 PROGRAM LANGUAGE 

The generally accepted dictionary definition of a language in that it 

is a notational system for communication. A programming language 

is thus a notational system for communication with the computer. The 

program languages consist of High Level Language (HLL) which 

example are BASIC, VISUAL BASIC(VB), COBOL, PASCAL, 

DBASE IV, JAVA, C++, e.t.c., Low Level Language (LLL) which , 

example is Assembly language and Machine Language (ML). 

3.6.1 CHOICE OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 

My choice of programming language for the design of the package is 

Visual Basic (VB). Visual Basic is object oriented (that's it revolves 

around ready-made objects, it is event driving and user interface in the 

jargon). 
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3.7 INPUT DESIGN 

Input design is the process whereby the raw data are sUbjected into a 

series of processing in order to produce information. Therefore, input 

design was posteu into it. The input desi gn was sub-divided into 

three (3) modules which are: 

a. 'OBJECT MANAGEMENT (OM):- This 'module consist of the 

country where the object belong to, the institution name, 

department of the Museum, Accession Ilumber, type of collection, 

old accession number, acquisition method, price of purchase, 

acquisition date, source of acquisition and permanent location of 

o~.iect. 

b. DESCRIPTION OF OBJECT (DO):- This module consist of 

. object category by function, object categor'y by technique, object 

name, vernacular name, name in other Nigeria language, title, 

materials, technique, dimension(heights, width, weight, diameter, 

thickness and depth), number of element making the object, 

physical description, contents, inscription and condition of object. 

c. HISTORY OF OBJECT (OH):- This module consist the 

production, place in production, group of production, period of 

production, date of produttion, function, use, user, place of LIse. 
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3.7.'1. OUTPUT DESIGN 

Output design is the process whereby data are been subjected into 

series of processing while by the end-product in it is refer to as 

output. 

The output design was design was design in such a way that all the 

input data in input module are produce as a report for the 

management. 

The expected output design are the same module as input module, 

the only different is that it will be inform of report. 

3.8 SYSTEM FLOWCHART 

System flowchart is the chart that show how the system execute the 

programming language inform of instruction one after the order. It is 

the computation process of the program. In this package, the 

execution would start from the input module and end in output 

module and the entire execution will be show better in the program 

flowchart. But for small explanation on thi s: 
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2. To ensure contin"uity of the development even if there is a 

change of programmers designing the system. 

3. To allow for future amendment at a later stage In the 

system development. 

The pro~ramme is divided into three(3) major menu of which each 

menu consist series of options. The three(3) major menus are: 

(a). INPUT MENUL:- The input menus contains three(3) sub-

menus and these are: 

1. OBJECT MANAGEMENT SUB-MENU, which is for accepting 

the new object entt'y into the system for management decision. 

ll. DESCRIPTION OF OBJECT' SUB-MENU, which lS for 

accepting the new description object entry into the system. 

Ill. HISTORY OF THE OBJECT SUB-MENU, is accepting the 

history of the object entry into the system. 

(b). VIEW MENU:- This is where record are view on the screen. 

Under this menu, it consist Edit menu, that allows for necessary 

corrections that you wants to make to a database and click on to 

save after correction. 
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(c). REPORTS MENU:- This contains all the necessary information 

about the documentation. This is applicable to management only . 

It has the following sub-menu:-

I. OBJECT MANAGEMENT SUB-MENU:- This is use to display 

man~ement infor~nation about the object one by one. 

II. OBJECT DESCRIPTION SUB-MENU:- This is use to display 

the information concernin'g the description of an object one by 

one. 

Ill. OBJECT HISTORY SUB-MENU:- It display all the 

information regarding the history of the object inform of report on 

the screen. 

4~3 HARDWARE REQUIREMEN \ 

Hardware refers to the phys~cal components of computer system that 

can be seen and touched. Hardware required to ensure proper running 

of the package are outline below:-

.:. Window XP professional 

.:. Pentium V processor with memory capacity of not less than 40GB 

and hard-disk capacity of 20GB . 

• :. A SVGB colour monitor. 
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.:. A voltage stabilizer at not less than 2000 watt. 

.:. An interrupted power supply (UPS) unit. 

.:. Hardware/sofiware package laser-jet printer. 

.:. A split Air-conditioning unit. 

, .. 

4.4 SOFTW ARE REQUIREMENT 

Though, most of the software needed to run the newly designed 

package are included in the installation diskette, it is sti II advisable 

that provision should be made for the following easily obtainable 

software:-

~ Microsoft's Dos (version 6.0) 

~ Microsoft's Visual Basic 6.0 interpreter 

~ Microsoft's word 2000 

4.5 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

System implementation comprises the steps necessary to keep the new 

system in operation whereby system failure will be alleviated or 

prevented. 

• USER TRAINING:- Despite the fact that there will be need to 

have the service of the expert outside the organization. There is 
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also need to train the existing personnel within the organization 

who will be directly involved in the use of the system. 

• FILE CONVERSION:- This is the conversion of manual files to 

system fi les 

• DATA PREPARATION:- The "test data" is then prepared to .,. 

allow for the system testing and evaluation in order to check 

whether the system will perform according to specification 

• POST IMPLEMENTATION:- The post implementation also has 

to be done. This includes evaluation of the system which consist of 

a careful analysis to determine if the system is performing as it was 

designed to do. 

• SYSTEM TESTING:- The system is tested evaluated to as certain 

the advantage over the existing system. 

To implement a new system, there are four basic approaches, 

DIRECT IMPLEMENTATION, PARALLES 

IMPLEMENTATION, PHASE and most suitable one for this new 

system is PILOT IMPLEMENTATION. It is usually applied in an 

organization with many widely dispersed branches. Since 

Museums is a wide organization with many branches all over the 

nation. The system is first implemented at one location especially 
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Headquarter and its works, it IS implemented III all the other 

branches. 

4.6 SYSTEM SECURITY 

Due to problem occur during the manual processmg and object 

documentation which affected accurate result. The new system 

aimed to eliminating those problem. Introduction of user's restriction 

(password) into program, this will give access to the authorize 

personnel only. 
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OBJECT1S REPORT 

--
2U Production :- Milkir1 

'29 Place of Production :- Gerpan 
--

~ Group of Production :-
-. 

Cotractors 
---- ---

31 Period of Production :- By Milking 

--32 Date of Production :- 25/06/1995 

n-' Function :- Privilt · 

--
3" Use :- Driving 

35 lIser :- Jiya 

36 Place of use :-
---

Mirlfla 

--37 Group of use :- 3 

3B Date of use :- 12/03/1999 

39 Collection or E lfcavation locality :- 5 
-- - ----. 

40 The Person from which the obiect was seized : - JiYil 

'" 
Place of the seizure :- Lagos 

42 Date of seizure :- H/01/1998 

H Person whom did th,; seizure :- John 
--

44 Reason for the seizllle :- Over aye , 
45 Seizure receipt number :- ~----
41i Other comments :- NI'------ -

I ___ J 

2 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY C()NCLUSI()l'~ AND REC()MMENDATION 

5.1 SUMMARY 

Chapter one of thi s project introduced Museum as repositories of the 

treasure of human race, history or computer, the objective or thi s 

study as to produce a systematic inventories and developing Museum 

activities in Nigeria. These involve documentation of objects, object 

management, object description, history of the object. 

Chapter two is all about arti facts , works and authors. That arti fact arc 

contrasted to natural objects in other words they are products or 

human action. That object is an artifact when it has an author and 

saying that work is the creation or an author. 

Chapter three contains the system analysis and design , system 

analysis and design cycle with the cycle table, program language, 

input design, output design and '-'ystem flowchart. 

Chapter four involves system documentation, the program 

documentation generally encompasses the statement of function of 

individual program that make up the entire system. 
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5.2 CONCLUSION 

The aim of this project is to effectively design and computerized the 

objects in all the Nigerian Museums (N:11 ional COll1mission for 

Museums and Monuments). The computeri7.a1ion "llows easy access 

to information in all the objects in the Museums, this infonn(ltion 
".. 

includes the history of the object, the cOllntry, the institution where 

the is located, owner institution name, "ccession number, type of 

collection, old accession number, acquisition or accession method, 

price of purchase, e.Le., "s well as the objcct description. 

5.3 RECOMMENDATION 

First and foremost the staff mllst all be computer literate that's they 

should be trained to be computer literate. It will go a long Wtly to 

improve the efficiency of the organization. It is necessary to study as 

to know the use'fulness in computerizing the Museum artifacts III 

Nigeria (National Commission for Museums and Monuments). 
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Private Sub Illlludelctc_ Click() 
J)im OCodc 1 I\s String 

011 Error Resullle Next 

Mass = MsgBoxt"You arc deleting a record ." & vbC rl J'& "Do you \\halll to l(llillll \.· 

'1", vblnll)J'Jllation -I- vbYcsNo, "Take Note") 
II" Mass = vbNo Thcn 

Exit Sub 
Fisc 

Oeode I = IllplitBox("Please cnter the object's code") 
or_'ode = lJCilSc(OCode 1 ) 

With I\dodc 1 

.CollllectionString = "provider = Jl1icrosoiLjel.olcdbA.O:data 
sllllrce=C:\objecls\objectdata.ll1db:persist security in(o=i~llse" 

. RccordSource = "se lect'" (1'0111 managcment WI JERE Ohjcode- '" I O('otil' I ' "'' 

. Ret"resh 

1':l1d With 
With I\uodc I.Rccordsct 

.Delete 

.Rcqllcry 

Elld With 

\-\lith I\c\oc\c 1 

.Col1nectionString = "provider = lllicrosofi.jel.oleclb.4 .0;data 
soun;c=C: \objccts\objectdata.mdb;persist securi ty in(o=(alse" 

. RecordSollrcc = "scleci '" (rom Description WI-JER E Ob,icodc='" -I- OCodc -1 

. Rct'I'csh 

End With 
With Aclodc I.Recordsct 

.Delete 

.Rcquery 

End With 

With Adodcl 



.ConnectionString = "provider = microsolt .jct.olcdbA .O;dala 
sourcc~=C :\objccts\objectdata.mdb;persist security in f 0=faI3(," 

.RccordSource == "selcct * from History WI IERE Objcnde="1 /· O('odc I '"'' 

.Refresh 

End With 
With i\doclc I. Recordset 

.Delete 

.Requery 

End With 

With i\c1odc 1 

.Conl1ectionSlring == "provider = l11icrosoft .jet.olcdb.'.J.O:tialCl 
sourcc=C :\objects\objecltlaln .mdb;persisl securi ly in f"o =fal sc " 

.RccorclSourcc = "select * frolll Role WIIERE Oh.l'~ ()dc -= '" -/ O('otic I "' " 

.Reli·esh 

End With 
With i\dodc I.Rccordsct 

.Delete 

.Rcquery 

End With 

With i\dodc I 

.Conl1cctionString = "provider = microsolt.jet.o icdb .4.0 ;data 
sOllrcc=C :\objeets\objectdala. mdb;persist securi ty in fo=fal se" 

. RecordSollrcc = "select * from sei zures WIIERE Objcoclc="1 -I O( \)dc / "'" 

. Rcli'csh 

Fnd With 
With i\doclc I.Recordset 

.Delete 

.Requcry 

End With 

Msgl30x "Record deleted", vbCritical + vbOKOnl y. "De. lete" 
End I r 

End Sub 

Private Sub I11lluedil_ ClickO 
Load frmObjectMgtE 



'/Va le S • ul) 
I) 0 1ll11L1 ' ('Oc/C/I\ ICjJort ('/' 

s SIJ~/' - lck() no 
(' C 

ode I :::: I 
r,oc/c :::: U Il/)l1l/JoX("J>1 

C'asc(oC' " case Clllcl'II 'Duel) lCob' ICCI' 
It! (hill) , S Coc/e") 

\Cj)orl 
~{cJ)()r! <"1 ,0 lOW 

I" 
Sub cl11dbnck eli 'k() 
'11M .. C 
d . e 

~lIb cllldsavc _.C1ickO 

:Tor Resume Next 

Allude I 

.1IlnedionString == "provider == micro so '.olcdbA 0' 
:C :\objccls\obl' ccldata. mdb;l)crsist SCc\ IJr() == /~I/' ,dCJI<l . ' ( se " 
ccordSource == "select * l'rom dcscripti 

.drcsh 

With 
h J\doc\c \ ,Recordsel 

\ddNew 

\' iclds(O) == Oeode 

V\~\u~\ \) == \x\\\\\(\~e.Tcxl 
,Ficlcls(2) ::: txtOCFF.Text 
,Fields(3)::: txtOCT .Text 
.Ficlds(4) == tx.tON.Tcx

t 

,Fic\ds(S) == tx.tVN,Text 



.oat! [ 'I'll ()l ' 
1 )/ccl/ J' 

'/I ( l ' ' lSI 
1 -~ICc:Il1i~1 S'l 

S b 
" lOW 

, 11 

He S I 1I ) Cl1ldb<lck Click 
!load Me - () 
ll1b 

~ Sub emdJ lpdDJc _ Click() 

I:rror Resume Nc;<t 

I Adodcl 

'onnectionString := "provider = l11icrosoft.j \ 
=C :\objccls\objcctuata,mdb;persist securi t y~ - 4, O;cJa/(1 
ecordSource = "select * from description v.,alsc" 
efrcsh O~jC()clc::-: '" _/- . 

()C 0(/(, I ,..,. 

With 
Allude I, Rccordsct 

elcls(O) = OCouc 
c1ds( 1) = txtimage,Tcxt 
c1ds(2) = txtOCH'.Text 
elds(J) = txtOCT.Text 
cJds(4) = txtON.Text 
elcls(5) = txtVN .Tcxt 
elds(6) = txtNONL.Tcxt 
clds(7) = \x\titleJex\ 
,e\ds(8) = txtmaterial.Text 
iclds(9) == txttcchniquc.Tcxt 



·Ficlds(6) = txtNONL.Tcxt 
.Fields(7) = txttitlc.Tcxt 
.riclds(8) = txtlllatcrial.Tcxt 
.Ficlds(9) = txttcchniquc.Tcxt 
.Fields(IO) = txtdimension.Tcxt 
.Ficlds(ll) = txtPD.Tcxt 
.Ficlds( 12) = txtcontcllt.Tcxt 
. Ficlds( J 3) = txtillscription .Tcxt 
.Fields( 14) = txtCS .Text 
.J (pdatc 
.Rcqucry 

I ~ ncl With 

Load fl'lnObjcctlli st 
rrI1l0b.iectHi ~ t. Show 

End Sub 
Privatc Sub emclbm:k_ ClickO 

llllioad Me 
End Sub 

Private Sub cmdJlpdal<' _ ClickO 

011 Error Rcsume Next 

With t\lIude \ 

.CollneetioIlStrillg := "provitlcr = microsoft.jet.oledbA.O;data 
sourcc=C:\objccts\objectdata.mdb;persist security il fo=falsc" 

. RecorclSourec = " ~eleet * from description WIIERE Objcodc='" . j . UCodc I "'" 

.Refresh 

rllli With 
'vVith Allude J .Rccordset 

.Fields(O) = Oeode 

.ficlcls( I) = txtimage.Tcxt 

.ficlds(2) = txtOCFf.Text 

.Fields(3) = txtOCT.Text 

.ficlcls(4) = txtON.Text 

.Fields(5) = txtVN.Text 

.Fields(G) = txtNONL.Tcxt 

.Fields(7) = txttitle.Text 

.Ficlcls(8) = txtmaterial.Text 

.Ficlds(9) = txttcchniquc.Tcxt 



Yiclds( 10) == txtdilllcnsioll .Tcxt 
.Ficlds( 11) = txtPD.Tcxt 
. Ficlds( 12) = txtcolltcnt.Tcxt 
. Fields( 13) = txtinscriptioll .Text 
.Fields(14) = txteS.Text 
.Update 
.Rcqucry 

End With 
Load rnnObjectlli stE 
rrmObjcctllistE.Sho\V 

1 ~ lld Sub 

Private Sub Form_ LoadO 
With !\dodc1 

.CollncctionString = "provider = microsort.jct.oledbA .O ;datll 
SOllrce=C :\objccts\objcctdata.mdb;persist securi ty in (y ral se" 

.RccordSource = "select * from description WII ERE OhjCode='" + OCm\c I 

.Refrcsh 

Flld With 
With Adndc I.RcCOldsct 

OCode = .Fields(l)) 
txtimagc.Text = .f"iclds( I) 
txtOCFr .Text = .rields(2) 
txtOCT.Text = .F ields(3) 
txtON.Text = .Fields(4) 
txtVN .Text = .Ficlcls(5) 
txtNONL.Text = .Ficlds(6) 
txttitle.Text = .Ficlds(7) 
txtmaterial.Text = .Ficlds(8) 
txttcchnique.Text = .Fields(9) 
Ixttiimension.Tcxt = .F icld~( I 0) 

txtPD.Tcxt = .Ficlds( II) 
txtcontent.Tcxt = .Ficlds( 12) 
txtinscription .Text = .rielcls( 13) 
txtCS.Text = .Fielcls( 14) 

End With' 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdbaek_ Click() 



Unload Me 
End Sub 

Privatc Sub cl11dsavc _ CI ick() 

On Error Resume Next 

With Adodel 

.ConncctionString = "provider = microsort.jct.olcdb.4 .0;data 
sourcc==C :\objects\objectclata. mdb;pcrsist sccurity i nfo=f'al sc" 

.RecordSource = "select * from Ilistory" 

. Rcfrcsh 

End With 
With J\dodc I.Recordsct 

.AddNcw 
Ticlds(O) = GCode 
. Ficlds( I) = txtproduction.Tcxt 
.Ficlds(2) = txtPLP.Text 
.Fields(3) = txtGP.Text 
.Fields(4) = txtPP .Text 
.Fields(5) = txtDP.Text 
.Fields(6) = txtfunction.Text 
.Ficlds(7) = txtuse.Tcxt 
.Fields( R) = txtuscr.Tcxt 
.Fields(9) = (,l(tPusc.Tcxt 
.Ficlds( 1 0) = txtGuseTcxt 

.Update 

.Rcqucry 

FIllI With 

Load li'l1lrolc 
frmrol e.Show 

End Sub 
Private Sub cmdback ClickO 

Unload Me 
End Sub 

I'riv;ltc Sub cmdUpc\ntc_ ClickO 

On Error Resumc Next 



With ;\docic I 

.Conl1ectionString = "provider = microsoft.jet.oleub.4.0:data 
sOlln.:e=C :\objects\objectdata.mdb;persist security in fo= false" 

. RecordSource = "select * fr0111 History WIIERE jbjcode-= '" -I OCodc I '"'' 

. Refresh 

End With 
With !\doucl .Recordsct 

· Fields(O) = Oeode 
· Fields( I) = txtproduction.Text 
.Fields(2) = txtpLP.Tcxt 
.Ficlds(3) = txtGP .Text 
.Ficlus(4) == txtPP.Text 
.Fields(5) = txtDP.Tcxt 
.Ficlds(G) = txtrllllction .Tcxt 
.Fields(7) = txtuse .Tcxt 
.Fil:lds(8) = txtuscr.l ext 
· Fields(9) =:= txtPlIse.Tex t 
Yiclds( I 0) = txtGlIsc.Tcxt 

.Update 

. RCllllcry 

End With 

I.oml rrmRoleE 
1I"Ill\ZolcE.Show 

End Sub 

Private Sub Form LondO 

With !\uodc I 

.ConllectionSlring = "provider = microsoft.jet.oledb.4 .0;data 
sourcc=C:\objects\objectdata.mdb;persist security info=false" 

.RecordSource = "select * from History WHERE Objcodeo='" + OCode -1- "'" 

.Refresh 

End With 
With Adodcl .Recordsct 



OCode = .Ficlds(O) 
IXlpwduction .Texl = .Ficlds( I) 
IxIPLP.Tex l = .Fields(2) 
txt('P .Tcxt == .Fields(J) 
I x II'P . Tcx~ = .Ficlds(4) 
txtDP.Tcx t == .Fi clds(5) 
tXlrunction .Tcxt == .Ficlus(G) 
IXtllSC.Tcx t == .Ficlds(7) 
txtllser.Tcxt = .Fields(R) 
txtl'usc.Tcxt = .Fields(9) 
txtGllSC .TCxt == .Ficlds( 10) 

Lilt! With 

Elld Sub 
Private Sub cmdback_ Cli ckO 

Unload Me 
End Suo 

Private Sub cmdsavc_ClickO 

On Error Rcsume Nc}: t 

OCodc == UCase(txtOCode.Tcxt) 

With J\do(\c I 

.Col1nectionString =-- "provider = microsoft.jeLoiedb.4 .0;data 
source==C :\objects\objectdata.mdb;persist securi ty in rO == I~ll se" 

. Rec(lrdSource == "select * rrom management" 

.Rerresh 

End With 
With J\do(\c I.Rccordsct 

.J\c1dNew 

.Fields(O) == Oeode 

.Fields( I) == txtcoulltry.Tcxt 

.Fields(2) = txtOloc.Text 

.Fielcls(3) = txtOIN .Text 

.Fields(4) = txtDeM.Text 

.Ficlds(S) = txtJ\no.Tcxt 

.rieids(G) = txtTCol.Text 

.Ficlds(7) = txtOJ\n .Text 

.Ficlds(8) == txtJ\J\M.Tcxt 



·Ficlds(9) = txtPP.Tcxt 
.Ficlds(IO) = txlJ\J\O .Tcxt 
. Ficlds( I 1) = txISJ\ .Tcxt 
.Ficlds( 12) = IxtPLO.Tcxt 
.Update 
.Rcqucry 

End With 

I,oad rrlllobjcctDes 
frJl10bjccl Des. Show 

I:nd Sub 


